“any approach to problem solving, learning, or discovery that employs a practical method not guaranteed to be optimal or perfect, but sufficient for the immediate goals.” — Wikipedia
Heuristic

“anything that provides a plausible aid or direction in the solution of a problem but is in the final analysis unjustified, incapable of justification, and potentially fallible.”

—Billy Vaughn Koen

Heuristics to Solve a Design Problem
Three Approaches for Structuring the Domain Layer

Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture

Heuristics to Guide Use of Other Heuristics
First Contact Patterns

Pattern 3.1: Chat with the Maintainers

Pattern 3.2: Read All the Code in One Hour

Pattern 3.3: Skim the Documentation

Pattern 3.4: Interview During Demo

Pattern 3.5: Do a Mock Installation

Software System

Talk with end users

Talk with developers

Talk about it

Verify what you hear

Each chapter in Object-Oriented Reengineering Patterns is a small language

Heuristics that Determine our Attitude and Behavior
As aspiring Software Craftsmen we are raising the bar of professional software development by practicing it and helping others learn the craft. Through this work we have come to value:

Not only working software, but also well-crafted software
Not only responding to change, but also steadily adding value

But also productive partnerships

That is, in pursuit of the items on the left we have found the items on the right to be indispensable.

The heuristics we choose are a matter of context/values/fit/efficacy/preference
Short Discussion

Share some cherished design heuristics with your neighbor

Share some cherished heuristics
Avoid Modeling Gotchas

Identify Trusted Events

Happy Path + Expected Exception

Lazy microservices

What do typical heuristics look like?
A Few General Engineering Heuristics by Billy

Solve problems by successive approximations.

Always give an answer.

Use feedback to stabilize your design.

Always give yourself a chance to retreat.

Simple phrases are just one heuristic form

There usually is a lot more behind any simple phrase:
Do this when ... and ... unless ... and here’s how...

Do this by first .... and then ... until ...
Patterns are another nicely "packaged" form

Pattern: Do a Mock Installation
Pattern: Do a Mock Installation

* **Intent:** Check whether you have the necessary artifacts available by installing the system and recompiling the code.

* **Problem:** How can you be sure that you will be able to (re)build the system?

* **Difficulties:**
  * The system is new to you, so you do not know which files you need.
  * The system may depend on libraries, frameworks, and patches, and you’re uncertain you have the right versions available.
  * The system is large and complex, and the exact configuration under which the system is supposed to run is unclear.
  * Maintainers may answer these questions, or you may find answers in documentation, but you still must verify whether this information is complete.

* **Solution:** Try to install and build the system in a clean environment taking a limited amount of time (at most one day).

* **What next:** Chat with the Maintainers before you report your conclusions. When the build fails completely you may want to combine Interview during Demo with Do a Mock Installation.

---

Heuristic Gists*

**Pattern Summary**

**Know Yourself**

Before you begin, and throughout the long journey required to lead a change initiative, consider whether you still have a real and abiding passion and the talents and abilities to make it happen.

**Summary of Problem**

How do you know if you should take on the role of an evangelist?

**Summary of Solution**

Set aside time for reflection to evaluate and understand your own abilities, limitations, and personal resources. Identify your values, principles, likes, dislikes, strengths, and weaknesses. Examine the beliefs and qualities that define who you are and what you will be able to do if you choose to lead this initiative.

*Similar to pattern thumbnails...example here is from Fearless Change patterns, but you can write up heuristics this way, too*
Q. When should I generate a different event?

A. IF different actors are involved, create a different event, even if the system is in the same “state”

Example: Accident reported by renter
Accident reported by agent
Accident reported by car telemetry

Write a Heuristic on a QHE Card. Include the question, the heuristic (answer), and examples.
Heuristics Need to be Challenged

Heuristics:
3 Ways to Structure a Domain Layer
*Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture*

What about stored procedures, rules engines, “simple” domain models, or functional programming solutions?
Unscientific Chart: Maintenance Effort*

Unscientific Chart: Code Reuse Potential*

*Inspired by the unquantified chart in Fowler’s Patterns of Enterprise Architecture
Heuristics:
3 Ways to Structure a Domain Layer
Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture

But Martin, what about CQRS architectures or service architectures?

...but don’t judge an older system (or its designer) based on today’s heuristics.
We each have our own cherished heuristics. As new ones become useful, we add to our collection. No longer useful ones fall out of fashion. Make small changes to your state-of-the-art. Sometimes, even useful ones fade away.

Our state-of-the-art is constantly progressing.

"It may not be a perfect wheel, but it's a state-of-the-art wheel."

Our State of The Art (SOTA) According to Vaughn Koen

HOTTEST EDITORS
1995 [EMACS-VIM]
2000 [EDITOR WAR]
2005 [VIM]
2010 [NOTEPAD ++]
2015 [SUBLIME TEXT]
2020 [CRISPR]
2025 [CRISPR (VIM KEYBINDINGS)]

https://xkcd.com/1823/
... there is no substitute for learning from your own experience & personal reflection

Nothing ever goes exactly by the book
Nothing ever goes exactly by the book

How have your heuristics have evolved?

Short discussion
Techniques for Actively Cultivating Your Heuristics

Map out What You Know
Map out Your Interests

Where to Next?

Updates to "classic"
	DDD...
	Tactical Design Heuristics
	for Functional Programming

Tactical Event Sourcing
	Architecture Heuristics

Model Understanding
	Heuristics

Design Nudging Heuristics
1. Compare your preferred heuristics with others’

“As a rule, the more demanding the application, the more leverage you get from using a powerful language. But plenty of projects are not demanding at all. Most programming probably consists of writing little glue programs, and for little glue programs you can use any language that you’re already familiar with and that has good libraries for whatever you need to do”

— Paul Graham, Revenge of the Nerds
Paul’s Heuristic

It doesn’t matter what programming language you use if you have a simple program. Use programming languages, tools, and frameworks and libraries you are familiar with.

My Debate with Paul

But Paul, what about the heuristic, use a rich domain model when you have rich behavior in your application?

And, use transaction scripts for really simple stuff that isn’t going to change much.

And my lifelong heuristic:
Learn something new. Don’t always do things the same way. That’s soul sucking!
Choose the heuristic to use from what you take to be the best option at the time you are required to choose.

—the reality…

“All we can do is the best we can do.”
—David Axelrod
Heuristic: By characterizing a domain entity’s attributes you can understand/find/identify needed system behaviors

- **Descriptive Attributes** reflect a domain’s properties (not identity).
- **Time-dependent attributes** Where maintaining a history of past values is important.
- **Lifecycle state attributes** Some entities go through a one-way lifecycle, from initial to final state.
- **Operational state** Some entities switch between different states. The state it is currently in determines how it behaves.
My Heuristics for Validating Data

- Perform simple edits (syntactic) in browser code
- Don’t universally trust browser-validated edits. Reapply them if receiving requests from an untrusted source
- Consistently assign validation responsibilities to framework-specific validation classes
- Consistently use domain layer validation and constraint enforcement patterns

...what’s different about validating/enforcing constraints within a CQRS architecture?
Heuristic*: Distinguish between “superficial” and “domain” validations and handle them differently

* “superficial”: what must be true, regardless of the state of the domain
  * Heuristic: Validate these before issuing a command, ideally on the client side as well as the server side

* “superficial” but requires lookup of other information
  * Heuristic: Validate in the service before invoking the command

* “domain”: validity of a command is dependent on the state of the model
  * Heuristic: Validate in domain objects

*http://danielwhittaker.me/2016/04/20/how-to-validate-commands-in-a-cqrs-application/

---

Sorting out heuristics...

**superficial vs. domain validations**

**syntactic vs. semantic validations**

**descriptive attributes vs. time-dependent attributes vs. life cycle attributes vs. operational state attributes**

**location? constraints?**
Sorting things out...

superficial vs. domain validations

syntactic vs. semantic validations

descriptive attributes vs.
time-dependent attributes vs.
life cycle attributes vs.
operational state attributes

location? constraints?

3. Have a conversation:
A (semi-)structured way to capture heuristic gists*

*gist – the main point or part; essence
What’s a heuristic you use when you model events?

**Heuristic:** Events are records of things that have happened, not things that will happen in the future.

The event is “a reservation has been made” or “service has been scheduled”
For a Rough Cut: Heuristic Cards?

Q. How much information should I put in an event record?  
A. Just the key information about that event so you can “replay” the stream of events and recreate the same results.

Example: don’t pass along all information on the invoice when it is paid

Q.H.E.

Q. When should I generate a different event?  
A. IF different actors are involved, create a different event, even if the system is in the same “state”

Example: Accident reported by renter  
Accident reported by agent  
Accident reported by car telemetry
Question: How many events should you generate?
Heuristic: if there are different behaviors downstream, then there are different events generated from the same process.

Example: Car returned: Car returned event
          Car mileage recorded event
Examples Keep the Conversation Flowing

Here’s another heuristic: A bounded context should keep its internal details private.

Say if you keep monetary units with 10 digits precision internally in a service, pass out an amount with 2 digits precision because that’s all other consumers of the event would need.

We Dig Deeper…

Design agreed upon standard formats based on standard usage.

Perhaps there’s another heuristic?

Don’t design message or event contents for specific subscribers to that event?
And then it got really interesting…

What happens if a new process needs extra precision?

Maybe it belongs within the bound context of the process that knows 10 digits precision?

Which led us to this insight…

Two heuristics compete

**Heuristic:** When designing information in an event, don’t lose necessary precision.

**Heuristic:** Design agreed upon standard formats based on expected usage.
Heuristics May Conflict…
and still be useful

Competing heuristics are fine. They give you options.

The more ways to approach solving a problem, the better.
Distiller Advice

* Listen
* Let the conversation wander where the person you are trying to glean knowledge from wants takes it
* Ask questions to gain clarity
  * Can you give me an example?
  * What would happen if...?
* No need to record every heuristic in real time. Photograph scribbles and drawings.

4. Take notes of how you actually work
Radical idea: Take notes on how you design at work

When? after work times when you have half an hour...

5. Distill What You Hear at Conferences

- Produce tension with awkward examples.
- Generate variation. Look for ‘productive’ models.
- Introduce rigor
- Play in code.
- Practice modeling!
- Drill into one domain for a while.
5. Distill What You Hear at Conferences

Big changes scare people. Experiments help people practice and learn.

Make your experiments FINE.

Let people get their finger prints on the change.

Insert at least 3 ideas (but not too many).

Observe, detect, measure, evaluate, adjust.

Workshop Sketch notes of Marco Heimeshoff
Michiel Overeem

Be a Heuristic Champion

6 Advocacy

1. Books, blogs, case studies, critiques
2. Reference apps
3. Journaling, design logs.
Advocacy: Journaling

Describe Your Design Values & Principles

Guidelines:
- Prefer a rich domain model
- Aggregate roots should not directly communicate with each other

Conventions:
- Common service interfaces/capabilities
- Extension points configured by...

When you break the rules
... and why

Advocacy: Journaling

Document Design Decisions

One option I like*

1-2 pages describing a set of forces & a single decision in response

Title
Context - Forces at play
Decision - Stated with active voice: "We will ..."
Status - “proposed” or “accepted” later may be “deprecated” or “superseded”
Consequences positive, negative, and neutral that affect the team and project in the future

*Useful for recorded decisions that have a “lifecycle”. Thanks to Michael Nygard:
http://thinkrelevance.com/blog/2011/11/15/documenting-architecture-decisions
Useful link to github project on decision records: https://github.com/joelparkerhenderson

Decisions worth documenting
Spent lots of time on
Critical to achieving a requirement
Confusing at first
Widespread impact
Difficult to undo
Keep Your Heuristics Alive

Nurture them
Expect them to grow and evolve
Share with others
Add more
Clarify
Merge, prune, refine

“An explorer finds a worthwhile destination; then every walker who follows that trail makes it a little better. Ant trails, game paths, ancient ways, modern hiking trails—they all continually adapt to the aims of their walkers.”
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